Instruction for XI admission form filling
Minority/Inhouse/Management
1. Student must fill separate forms for different streams Arts/Science/ Commerce. If I am
student and I want to apply for all three streams then three different forms to be filled by
paying rupees 50 for each.
2. Similarly must apply for apply for bifocal computer science by a separate form in addition to
science form
3. Similarly if student want Science IT then should apply for science as well as IT form
separately
4. Similarly if a student wants Commerce IT then they should apply for Commerce as well as
Commerce IT
5. Mandatory document for form filling only computerised Xth marksheet
6. Caste certificate if any
7. Student can apply for all three categories Minority/Inhouse/Management by putting a tick
8. Field for Two mobile numbers ( student and parent or guardian)
9. Other field as discussed earlier like all board option be retained
Admission flow
Minority and Inhouse admissions
1.Form sale and submission
2. Merit list to be displayed on website and sms to be sent to student in the merit list so they can
login for admin approval from merit list an the student will be admitted by paying fees
3. List for computer and IT also to be displayed and same procedure
Admission process of students from deputy directors list
1.Deputy Director list to be displayed on college website and inform student to fill form at our
portal
2. After verifying the name of the student from DYDE list admission to be given to student who
fills form. This has to eb done in real time

Instructions
Original documents to be submitted by the students as and when demanded for
For students from Mumbai and Maharashtra State Board
1. Original Leaving certificate
2. Original Marksheet
For students from other Board for eligibility purpose
1. Original verified Transfer certificate
2. Migration
Documents for verification
1. Caste certificate
2. Caste validity if applied original receipt for payment
3. Ration card indicating the name of the girl child who has taken admission to avail girl
freeship
4. Any other document if applying for scholarship/freeships etc
5. Certificate for differently abled by authorised person
6. Sports certificates if admission procured under sports quota
7. Ex servicemen proof

